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*|MC:SUBJECT|*

A New Transformation

After the tremendous success of the inaugural BIO Asia–Taiwan 2019 International Conference and Exhibition, the 

Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO) and the Taiwan Bio Industry Organization (Taiwan BIO) jointly announced 

that the event would be held again in 2020. But the COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated a transformation of the event 

into an mix of online and live formats: BIO Asia–Taiwan 2020 Online + Live, to be held as originally scheduled on July 

22-26, 2020

Still, Your Best Opportunity to Connect

The exciting new structure will expand the reach of this international conference bringing together biopharma executives 

and investors from North America, Europe, and Asia to online and live spaces in Taipei, Taiwan. BIO Asia-Taiwan 2020 

Online + Live will still be your best opportunity to connect with the region's emerging biotech sector, and with no 

geographical restrictions, we expect to attract an even wider participation of global biotech professionals than ever before.

 

 

 

Online Conference
The 3-day online conference will focus on the following topics:
• Combating the Pandemic
• Advanced Therapies
• Precision Medicine
• Digital Health
• Investment & Collaboration
Interested? Register now

Online Company Presentations
Online Company PresentationsWith hundreds of companies pitching, it's the perfect platform to discover the industry's 
next rising star.  
Apply today

Online Exhibition
We'll offer a brand-new exhibition experience in an interactive format that enables direct communication and engagement 
with visitors. Check out our demo and learn more.

One-on-One Partnering™
One-on-One PartneringThe BIO One-on-One Partnering™ platform, one of the most exciting parts of the event, will be 
offered online and available for scheduling and meetings 24 hours a day over five days; 22-26 July. It has never been 
easier to connect with new business partners from anywhere in the world. Sign up now!
 

Hand in Hand, Combating the Pandemic
With the pandemic on everyone's hearts and minds, this gathering will be the perfect opportunity to showcase 
the biomedical industry's response and highlight Taiwan's efforts in building solutions to this global crisis.

  BIO members and TBIO Corporate Members will receive 20% off .
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